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In the NWO REPUBLIC project, we are creating digital access to the corpus of the Resolutions 
of the States General of the Dutch Republic (1576-1796). This corpus contains the decisions 
made in the States General each day for a 220 year period. The resolutions were recorded 
using a standard structure and contain many standard formulations for aspects of the decision 
making process, including the source of the topic that was decided on (a formal request, a 
missive, etc.), whether a decision was reached and what that decision was. 
 
This standardization and repetition of standard formulations can be exploited to alleviate some 
of the typical problems of digitizing large historical corpora. The effectiveness of NLP techniques 
to extract information like named entities, events, sentiments or topics is compromised by a 
combination of historical language variation, changes in conventions for using upper casing to 
signal important nouns and errors in the automated text recognition process (Traub et al. 2015, 
Mutuvi et al. 2018, Hill & Hengchen 2019, van Strien et al. 2020). Although there are ways to 
partially solve OCR or HTR (Handwritten Text Recognition) errors through post-correction (see 
e.g. Reynaert 2014, 2016), its impact on the quality of information extraction is variable. With 
high error rates, even post-correction models struggle to correct enough errors without 
introducing new ones. Human readers can often still recognize and read text that the above 
mentioned techniques cannot. Especially with some knowledge of the provenance and nature of 
the text, we can still make sense of it. If you know what textual phrases you are looking for, you 
can also use fuzzy string searching algorithms to identify them in low-quality OCR’ed and 
HTR’ed text.  
 
The formulaic expressions in the resolutions makes them good candidates for fuzzy searching. 
In this paper we discuss the methods we developed  and the evaluation results of applying them 1

on 100,000 pages and roughly 50 million words of resolution text. Although the task of 
extracting resolution elements has similarities with Named Entity Recognition (NER) and 
Detection (NED) there are important differences. First and foremost, the resolutions are not 
named entities, but textual summaries of the decision making process of the States General. 
The resolution summaries typically mention many named entities (persons, organisations, 
geographic locations and dates), but these are not the elements of interest in this task. Instead, 
we look for the textual elements that signal where a resolution summary starts, which part 
contains the decision that was reached, and where the resolution ends.  
 

1 See https://github.com/marijnkoolen/fuzzy-search for the fuzzy search library we developed. 

https://github.com/marijnkoolen/fuzzy-search


 
 
Figure 1. A page of resolutions from the printed volume of 1755.  



We treat the extraction of information as a text collation problem (Gilbert 1973): the resolutions 
have textual overlap when it comes to the introduction of the resolution and its decision 
paragraph, with some unknown amount of textual variation (including variation in spelling, 
phrasing and text recognition errors), and the aim is to identify and align the textual repetitions 
and variations. In Figure 1, the meeting of Wednesday the 8th of January starts at the bottom 
left with a date template <weekday> den <date> (in this case Mercurii den 8 January 1755, 
highlighted in the red-colored box) followed by the president for that day (signaled by 
PRAESIDE) and the attendants (PRAESENTIBUS) highlighted in green.  
 
The paragraphs 2-5 in the right column each represent a resolution, with formulaic openings 
(highlighted in blue in Figure 1): 
 

● Ontfangen een Missive van ... (‘Received a missive of …’) 
● Is gehoort het rapport van … (‘Has been heared, the report of …’) 

 
The decision part is clearly signaled using extra whitespace before the capitalised word WAAR 
(highlighted in orange in Figure 1): 
 

● WAAR op geen resolutie is gevallen (‘On which no resolution was reached’) 
● WAAR op gedelibereert zynde, … (‘On which has been deliberated …’) 

 
These phrases are part of a short list of expressions that are used frequently throughout the 
corpus. In the resolutions of 1705 alone, for the phrase ‘Ontfangen een Missive van ‘ the fuzzy 
search strategy finds 315 variations because of spelling differences and OCR errors.  
 
The fuzzy searching algorithm takes as input a manually created phrase model, which is a list of 
keywords and phrases of interest, where each entry can have an optional list of alternative 
phrases or spellings, and uses character skip grams to find candidate strings in the text for each 
phrase in the model. The searcher can be configured with different thresholds for edit distance 
and length variations (candidates may be shorter or longer than the phrase in the model).  
 
We used fuzzy string searching to identify formulaic expressions and iteratively built a 
corpus-specific phrase model with which we identify: 
 

1. the date and attendance list of each meeting, which are followed by all the resolutions of 
that day,  

2. resolution boundaries, e.g. where they start and stop in the running text, so we know 
which text belongs to which resolution,  

3. different types of opening phrases that correspond to different types of sources (e.g. 
requests, missives, reports, etc., see Figure 2), and  

4. the decision paragraphs that state what decision, if any, was reached.  
 



We can add these elements as meaningful metadata labels to individual resolutions, which aids 
subsequent information access and analysis. Moreover, we can use the consistency of the 
structure of the resolutions to spot errors. For instance, we can check for cases where an 
opening formula was found but no decision formula. Or check for missing meeting dates by 
temporally ordering the ones we did find. In other words, the ‘messy’ output of the OCR process 
is turned into what Christoph Schöch (2013) calls ‘smart data’, i.e. cleaned, structured and 
semantically explicit layers of metadata. 
 
Egense (2017) proposed to build word embedding models for improving search in low quality 
OCR. Although this would help certain aspects of information access (i.e. directed search using 
keywords), our approach has the advantage of offering a way to derive systematic metadata 
that can be used to enable faceted search and for systematic comparison of subsets of the 
corpus.  
 
 

 
Figure 2. The relative frequencies of opening formulas for 189,895 resolutions. The percentages 
are smoothed using values of neighbouring years to reveal trends. 
 
We built ground truth to evaluate the phrase model and the fuzzy searching and extraction 
process by randomly sampling historical dates, locating the pages containing the resolutions for 
those dates, and manually annotating the opening of the meeting, the attendance list and all 
resolutions openings, decisions and endings. For the meeting dates and attendance lists, our 
domain model and fuzzy searching approach reached a precision of 99% and recall of 93% on 
300 randomly selected dates. For the resolution openings and decisions, we reached a 
precision of 90% and recall of 68%. We have not yet modelled insertions of extracts and letters, 
and therefore have not evaluated those aspects yet.  



 
A qualitative analysis of the results shows that mistakes mainly fall in two categories: 
 

● Non-standard openings: Most resolutions contain only one or two paragraphs, with a 
formulaic opening, a short decision paragraph and no formula for the ending, but which 
can be identified via the start of the next resolution. But a small fraction of the resolutions 
have no formulaic opening. Distributions like those in Figure 2 help us to identify periods 
with unknown opening formulas (i.e. formulas that are not in the model yet) or a lack of 
formulas, but there is no clear solution to this potential problem apart from manual 
annotation. Automated extraction struggles with such variation, thereby significantly 
reducing the value of the related metadata layer, making an access point that is biased 
towards periods of standardization. 

● Not-recognized text: The OCR process occasionally misses some text on the page, 
leading to an incomplete textual representation of the image. In these cases, the fuzzy 
searching process needs to be able to deal with partial formulas.  

 
 
One of the challenges is to find a systematic method for building our domain model of formulaic 
phrases, to ensure that changes in formulation over time or by different hands are captured, and 
that the set of phrases is complete or at least representative and covering the bulk of the 
material. Changes in formulas due to changes in spelling can be identified by using lower 
thresholds for what counts as a fuzzy match, and added as variants of a formula. But the bigger 
challenge is dealing with formulas that are missing or that are not standardized. For instance, 
there might be a period where the resolutions do not have a standard opening formula at all, 
and instead each is unique.  
 
We have used early versions of this approach on other corpora and text genres. For instance, to 
start and end points of historical charters in digitized charter books, and to look up terms from 
back-of-book indexes in the same historical charter corpus and in the General Missives of the 
Dutch East India Company. Our approach is thus more broadly applicable, as formulaic 
expressions and genre templates were used in many other historic text documents, including 
other formal political documents, notary archives and newspapers. 
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